
©Snap Language Level: Basic (A-Level)

Irregular Plurals in English 1

Practice 1

Instructions. Based on this lesson, type the plural form of the word in parentheses to complete the
blanks in each sentence below.

When you are done, see “Answer Key” to check your answers.

1. In this TV show, (chef) ________________________ compete to win $50,000.

2. The police must protect the (life) ________________________ of the people in the community.

3. (Scientist) ________________________ are running a few (analysis) ________________________ to

find out what types of (bacterium) ________________________ are contaminating the water.

4. This company manufactures military (aircraft) ________________________.

5. Many (species) ________________________ of fish live in this lake.

6. Bears catch many (salmon) ________________________ in the spring.

7. Two (man) ________________________, five (woman) ________________________, and three small

(child) ________________________ are waiting to see the doctor.

8. My brother lost two (tooth) ________________________ playing soccer yesterday.

9. This house is very large. It has five (roof) ________________________.

10. (Goose) ________________________ fly north for the winter.
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Answer Key

1. In this TV show, chefs compete to win $50,000.

2. The police must protect the lives of the people in the community.

3. Scientists are running a few analyses to find out what types of bacteria are contaminating
the water.

4. This company manufactures military (aircraft) ________________________.

5. Many (species) ________________________ of fish live in this lake.

6. Bears catch many (salmon) ________________________ in the spring.

7. Twomen, five women, and three small children are waiting to see the doctor.

8. My brother lost two teeth playing soccer yesterday.

9. This house is very large. It has five roofs.

10. Geese fly north for the winter.
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